
Mind-Vitamin Thought-Seeds
Brighten dull spots and empower lives with continuously radiating inspiration.  
These 999.9 Fine Golden stickers are all-season gifts that keep on giving.

Their purpose to help make the whole world wonderful for everyone.  help make the whole world wonderful for everyone. 

Produced by the Earth Repair Foundation (ERF). A voluntary, 
not-for-profit group aspiring to raise awareness and funds to promote 
implementing the Earth Repair Charter and Vision 2030 Now Age 

Global Solution Strategy. This initiative is to help enable a transition to 
a safer, saner, healthier, happier, sustainable and peaceful future for all. 

Last revised: 1st May, 2022

Mind-Vitamin vinyl stickers Sow Thought-Seeds of PeaceMind-Vitamin vinyl stickers Sow Thought-Seeds of Peace

Mind-Vitamin stickers enable vehicles to become mobile Thought-SeedersMind-Vitamin stickers enable vehicles to become mobile Thought-Seeders

Earth Repair Foundation (ERF)  
PO Box 503, Katoomba, 2780, NSW, AUST.   

 info@earthrepair.net  ABN # 21 003 198 981

The acronym ERF also stands for Earth Repair First, 
Earth Repair Family, Earth Repair Friends 

and Earth Repair for a Fabulous Future.
ERF Worm is the Foundation’s Official Mascot! 

Mind-Vitamin Mind-Vitamin 
Thought-SeedsThought-Seeds  

are laser-printed are laser-printed 
on to durable vinyl on to durable vinyl 
and are available and are available 

from the from the 
EarthRepairEarthRepair
Red Bubble Red Bubble 

Shop.Shop.

WITH VISIONWITH VISION
HUMANITY HUMANITY 

WILL THRIVE!WILL THRIVE!  
Mind-Vitamins Mind-Vitamins 

Brighten Dull Spots Brighten Dull Spots 
by Continuously by Continuously 

RadiatingRadiating
Inspiration.Inspiration.

You can help You can help 
grow grow this Now this Now 

Age Global Age Global 
Solution Strategy Solution Strategy 
Display these radiant Display these radiant 
Thought-Seeds where Thought-Seeds where 

they will be easily they will be easily 
and regularly seen. and regularly seen. 

Click to order all or Click to order all or 
any one of these any one of these 

Mind-Vitamin Stickers. Mind-Vitamin Stickers. 
You choose the size You choose the size 

Sticker and the price.Sticker and the price.

Your purchase helps Your purchase helps 
earthrepair.net earthrepair.net 

and is highly and is highly 
appreciated.appreciated.


